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The story of Prohibition -journalism has been 
at once a romance, a tragedy and a hero song. 
To name over the men who have served the 
party and the cause in the offices of our various 
newspapers, is to call a roll of men of whom 
it might be well said, without boasting, “the 
world was not worthy.” One hesitates, when 
he pauses to think, to attempt, without long 
and careful investigation, to put the story on 

paper, so certain is it that some of the worthy 
will be left unhonored, some names left unre- 

corded. 
Very early in the progress of the reform the 

Prohibition newspaper made its appearance. 
Perhaps it was Father John Russell with 
The Peninsular Advocate, to whom should be 
given the honor of being the foremost of the 
goodly company. How the editorial names of 
that day rise in memory like the heroes of Greek 
legends, Hume, Van Fleet, Lamont, Bull, 
J£unham, Thompson, Briggs and Hopkins, with 

▼ the forgotten who labored and passed on, un- 

noted of men, “till the leaves of the Judgment 
Book unfold.” 

Then came The Voice springing like a new 

Athena, full-armed, into the arena, and the glori- 
ous days of Funk, Wheeler, Hoxie, Wilbur and 
Waldron. What a story one could write; what 
faith; what heroism; what accomplishments, 
dating from that time down to the present. 

But there is another phase of the history that 
is for special record here, and again a field is 
entered vhere many must be forgotten and where 
the injustice of silence is inevitable, in the case 
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of thousands who have done glorious service. 
This field is the field of those who, while others 
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have wielded tiie pen, have stood behind them 
with the sinews of war—the glorious Knights of 
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the Long Purse, who have given their thousands 
and the equally glorious—perhaps more glorious 
—Brethren of the Light Purse who, out of their 
little have given grandly that the great work 
might go on. 

With whom shall the story begin? Could 
it begin better anywhere than with William T. 
Wardwell, that “grand old man,” who, in addi- 
tion to all his other princely benefactions, has 
given, without the hope of a dollar’s return, 
not less than $25,000 to the work of making 
Prohibition newspapers during the two decades 
past, and who said the other day: “I do not 

regret nor wish back a dollar of it.” 
But when we seek for the name which shall 

be placed second in the list, where shall a choice 
be made? Who shall choose between Smith, 
and Lewis and Winslow and Yerkes and Mc- 
Kee and Stevens and Manierre and Dickie and 
Brooks and Latimer and Hull and Baldwin 
and Manwaring and Moore and Chester and 
Sayre and Wheeler and Macvittie and Crowell 
and McCalmont and Eckhart and a host of 
others whose names come thronging, with the 
great multitude, who, each in his place or her 
place, have done their part, and are remembered 
only by an Intelligence that is beyond forgetting. 

The question naturally arises with the recita- 
tion of all this, and with its suggestion of gen- 
erous and large contributions, “Why is it that 
Prohibition papers have not been more successful 
financially? Why is it that the party has not 
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